I need to improve my test scores. What should I do?
Are you using the “Review: Test __ due ____” in ALEKS to study?
Are you using the practice tests on my website to study?

How many hours are you spending in ALEKS each week?
How many days each week are you working in ALEKS?

How many of your assignments have been completed before the due date?

How often do you use a website or app to get the answers to your homework problems and then put them into ALEKS without doing the problems yourself?
How often do you get the answers to your homework problems from another person and then put them into ALEKS without doing the problems yourself?

Once you complete your weekly assignment, how often do you go back and review problems you had trouble with?

How many days are there between these two events?: the day you learn a topic in class and the day you start your homework

Which of the following do you have in front of you/use while completing your homework?:

- The lecture notes (the stuff the professor wrote)
- Your class notes (the stuff you wrote)
- Your scientific calculator
- Internet access

When you are completing your homework, how often is there a math expert in the room with you?

Which of the following do you do each class day?:

- Read the lecture notes to be presented in class before attending that class
- Go over your notes after class is over to fill in missing details
- Bring class concepts that you struggled with to an expert for help
- Listen to the pencast recording of that class session.